LEADING PROGRAM IN DOCTORAL EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF HYOGO, JAPAN

University of Hyogo Leading Program
International Symposium 2017

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
"Roles of Basic Science in Drug Discovery"

Venue: Center of Advanced Science and Technology (CAST). Hyogo, Japan
Date: 4-5th, December, 2017

International symposium is an annual program organized by Leading Program of Doctoral Education in Picobiology students. The theme for this year is "Science and Society; Roles of basic science in drug discovery". We will discuss "How does basic sciences research contribute to society" and "The essential leadership qualities required in managing various disciplines of drug discovery". We are looking forward to your participation in the symposium. Please come and join us!

CONTENTS
- LECTURES
- POSTER SESSION
- GROUP DISCUSSION
- BANQUET
※Language: English

ACCESS
JR Aoi station
↓
Shinki-Bus (神姫バス)
bound for
SPring-8 or Harima Science Garden City
(播磨科学公園都市)
↓(30min, bus)
University of Hyogo, School of Science
(県立大理学部前)
↓(5min, walk)
CAST

For more information, visit https://uhlp-2017.wixsite.com/symposium
Inquiries: uhlp2017symposium@gmail.com